
Smartling for Drupal 
Plug-in and deliver modern digital experiences
around the globe.

Nodes, Entities, Taxonomies. Translate all of your 
contentwith ease using Smartling’s Drupal Connector.

Developers and marketers can use Drupal’s robust 
framework and flexibility to create modern, global, digital 
experiences. Smartling serves as an extension to your 
Drupal instance, allowing you to easily manage translation 
and global content without leaving a familiar environment.

For every translation request, the connector pulls content 
directly from Drupal into Smartling’s Enterprise Translation 
Cloud, providing translators with immediate access to new 
translation assignments.

At every step, gain unparalleled visibility and control into 
the localization process. Style guides - check. Glossary - 
check. Automated workflows and translation in-context - 
check and check.

Key Features:

• Fast Setup & Installation
• Seamless Integration with TMGMT
• Custom Workflows with Human or Machine Translation
• Real-time Translation Status within Drupal
• Automatic Translation Retrieval
• Change Management & Change Detection
• Visual Context
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Smartling automatically 
pushes and pulls content.

Smartling supports Drupal 7 
(Classic), Drupal 8 (TMGMT), 

and Drupal 9 (TMGMT).
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Top 5 Reasons Why Drupal 
customers choose Smartling
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Smartling is the leading translation 
management platform to localize your 
content across devices and platforms.

Learn more at smartling.com/drupal

1. Onboard in 30 days or less.

We make your success our priority. Our solution engineers and 
developers have a robust understanding of localization and Drupal’s 
content management framework. We deploy these skills to your account 
so that you can deploy content and realize value quickly.

2. Context matters.

Smartling’s WYSIWYG translation editor statistically improves translation 
quality outcomes for linguists and reviewers. This is the most effective 
way to manage your brand at scale without having to take screenshots 
and coordinate efforts with translators because it’s done automatically.

3. Data-driven localization.

Every single activity related to translating Drupal content is logged and 
seamlessly surfaced so you know exactly what’s going on within your 
translation program. Customers regularly learn how to drive down cost 
and increase efficiency on a quarterly basis with these insights and 
guidance from our customer success team.

4. The best translators.

Odds are you don’t know the language you’re trying to support, which 
is why it is so critically important to know the people translating your 
content. Smartling assigned highly qualified professionals who are 
vetted, certified and centrally managed - but not kept secret. You will 
know your translator. We will introduce you to them, and you will come 
to appreciate the value of this relationship because it is unmatched by 
our competition.

5. Managed Services.

If your team is overwhelmed with development activities and doesn’t 
have the bandwidth or headcount for a full time localization or developer 
resource, Smartling servers as an extension to your team to offset any 
work related to day-to-day management.

Ready to 
get started?

Chat with me on 
smartling.com/drupal


